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Teak clonal forestry:

Rationale, first accomplishments and 

suggestions



Rationale for planting high yield 

and superior quality Teak

Teak being one of the most prized high value timber

worldwide is obvioulsy the most suitable tree species

to solve the following issues:



Socio-Economical Constraints

ii) Increasing land pressure

iv) Emergence of private investors

iii) Shift to  smaller scale plantations

v) Maximizing the returns on investments 

in the shortest delays

i) Shortage in top grade quality timber,

more and more in demand



Seed vs vegetatively 

produced planting stock



Teak plantations have been traditionally established from seeds



Biological Constraints

i) Insufficient availability of seeds

iii) The longer the clear bole produced and thus the higher  the

commercial value, the later the onset of fruiting/seed production

ii) Seed germination rates highly variable, low overall  

(20 à 30%) and very unpredictable

iv) High variability among individuals, even when genetically

related, affecting traits of major economical importance such as:



Growth



Diameter



Bole shape



Wood characteristics



Biological Constraints

i) Insufficient availability of seeds

iii) The longer the clear bole produced and thus the higher  the

commercial value, the later the onset of fruiting/seed production

ii) Seed germination rates highly variable, low overall  

(20 à 30%) and very unpredictable

iv) High variability among individuals, even when genetically

related, affecting traits of major economical importance such as:

v) Lack of information regarding the genetic control of  most of 

the economically important traits and of the genetic gain 

that can be expected from sexual reproduction (seeds)     



Rationale for propagating teak vegetatively

• By contrast with propagation by seeds, in which each
individual is genetically different from the other, asexual or 
vegetative propagation consists in duplicating, theoretically
unlimitedly, genotypes while preserving through mitotic
divisions their original genetic make-up, and consequently
every of their individual characteristics. 

• This is essential to ensure the transfer of traits which are 
under non-additive control, especially those that have a great
economical impact.

• Moreover, vegetative propagation can be applied to any 
individual which does not produce fertile seeds, either 
because it has not entered the mature stage yet, or due to 
unfavorable environmental conditions.



Interest for:

• Research: clonal tests, genetic parameter estimates, 

GxE interactions, Ex-situ conservation,… 

• Operational/Production Activities: clonal 

seed orchards and cutting forestry



Clonal seed orchards

Practical outcomes far below the expectations and investments

Low seed productivity with poor germination rates

Limited genetic improvement for traits of major 

economical impact

Occurrence of « illegetimates » from grafted scions



Cutting Forestry

Bulk propagation 

Clonal propagation

Two different strategies can be considered for establishing 

wood production populations from rooted cuttings:



Bulk vs Clonal Propagation:Definitions

In clonal propagation, by contrast, the genotypic identity is 
rigorously and individually preserved through the successive 

propagation cycles, which may last  several centuries in certain cases..

Bulk propagation consists in vegetatively propagating a group of 
mixed genotypes without maintaining any individual 

identification. This can be useful for increasing the number, 
originally too limited, of juvenile genotypes of presumably high 
and similar genetic value, derived for example from controlled 

pollination.



Bulk vs Clonal Propagation: Pros and Cons

Pros Cons

Bulk

Option

Clonal 

Option

+ No labelling, « light » and cost

effective nursery operations

+ Certain degree of genetic diversity, 

at least during the first cycles
- Possible heterogeneity of the

resulting wood populations

- Uncontrolled reduction of this 

diversity after many cycles of

propagation

+ Good control of the genetic identity

of the clonally propagated plant  

materal and of the derived 

plantations

+ Within clone genotypic  and 

phenotypic uniformity

- Heaviness - and resulting costs

- of rigorously maintaining the 

identity of each clone

+ Lower impact of unadapted

genotypes



Courtesy of Proteca

To date, millions of teak (micro) cuttings have been produced and planted



Efforts are intensively pursuing for wisely selected planting material



The fact that Teak can be easily mass clonally

propagated from mature selected individuals in

very cost efficient conditions is a strong

support in favor of the clonal option



Meristem (100µm) culture-issued teak tree

18 months after planting

7 yr after planting

(Girth: 55cm, ,Height: 25m)



Wood quality improved

Losses can be reduced

It can be combined to other crops

(agroforestry systems)

Rotations can be shortened, 
(part of the crop can be harvested earlier)

Productivity can be increased

Suitably selected Teak clones can be attractive 

to land owners  providing:





The incentives for promoting 

Teak clonal plantations are:

* Higher yield, 

*of top grade,

*uniform, 

wood quality

In the shortest delays



Resort to molecular biology techniques for

Property rights

Genetic origin assessment

Genetic relatedness

Clonal identity



Requisites for large scale deployment of  teak clonal plantations



Genetically rich enough base populations

Established in homogenous environmental conditions

Reliable information on their age and genetic origin 



In order to select CPT for 

mass clonal production

 Avoiding too genetically related 

genotypes

 Combining several selection 

criteria

 With a strong intensity of 

selection



Clones with low branch/node frequency allow to reduce the initial 

planting density, hence planting and thinning costs,  resulting in 

better balanced trees (H /D>120) less prone to bending

7 yr-old, Northern Queensland

TG8: H = 21.4m, DBH = 25.4cm TG3: H = 20.5m, DBH = 24.6cm



Refining the usual phenotpyic selection by taking 

into account wood characteristics assessed via:

• Non destructive core sample procedures



Board samples

(for genotypes represented by several individuals - clones)



Clone x Site Adaptability





2500mm/yr 1200mm/yr 1200mm/yr



 Deployment of clones not so closely related genetically

Meristem-issued monoclonal block 18 mo-old

Pest and Disease risks

According to a space-time mosaic planting design



Space-time mosaïc design

Year n

Year n+1

Year n+2

Year n+3



Number of clones to be used

 Plantation system: monospecific blocks or agroforestry

 Size of the area to be planted

 Rotation age

 Genetic relatedness of the clones

 Clone specific characteristics: adaptability, commercial features,…



How should the clones be deployed ?

Randomly and intermixed or blocks of pure clones?

 Clone specific developmental pattern

 Uniformity

 Operation - nursery, planting, harvesting,… - efficiency

Are strong arguments in favor of monoclonal  

blocks of 5 to 10 ha 



 the type of cultureMonospecific plantations

Silviculture adapted to:

 the clone(s)

 the rotation

Intercropping systems
Sylvo-pastoral  systems

Courtesy of Proteca



Mass selection of  « + Trees »

based on phenotypic criteria

Family + within family selection

Non-destructive wood analysis

methods

Base Population

(Provenance/progeny trials)

Advanced selection

Clonal performances /characteristics

according to site conditions

Additional wood (destructive) analyses

Genetic relatedness (molecular markers)

Clonal bank

Large scale clonal plantations

CLONAL  STRATEGY



Mass selection

of  « + Trees »

on phenotypic criteria

(& Non-destructive wood

analysis methods)

Base Population

(Provenance

/progeny trials)

ADVANCED CLONAL SELECTION

from genetically improved base populations

Roguing of the 

inferior

andgenetically

related trees

(half-sib)in the 

close vicinity

Felling of the 

inferior trees

based on the

performances 

of their

progeny

Cloning of  

the Elite 

genotypes

selected

Plus Tree

Seed Stand 

Seed productrion

from the Plus trees selected

Progeny tests

Clonal seed

orchard

(1st generation)

Seed productrion

from the 1st generation of CSO

Progeny tests

GCA estimates

Elite Tree

Seed Stand 

Seed production

from the Elite trees selected

Progeny tests

GCA estimates

Genetically improved base populations



Teak clonal forestry can be a success story providing:

1. Outstanding genotypes can be wisely selected

2. Mass clonally multiplied using appropriate methods

3. Soundly deployed on suitable planting sites
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Thank you!


